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Abstract
Complex mechanical changes in response to an external trigger are pervasive
in natural soft materials and often sought for applications. Be it the reversible
stiffening of sea cucumber, the failure of a polymeric or colloidal gel under load,
or the dissolution of a biosensing hydrogel upon target binding, mechanical tran-
sitions are typically enabled, and critically affected, by heterogeneous structures
and reversible bonds. New possibilities to monitor evolving properties and to
gain access to stress propagation with temporal and spatial resolution are be-
ing disclosed by mechanochromic molecules and molecular complexes, which
transduce a mechanical stress into a light signal and act as built-in stress re-
porters. I will review recent strategies and identify future directions for the
design of mechanically responsive soft networks and for their optical mapping,
focusing particular attention on the emerging class of hydrogels based on DNA
self-assembly.
Keywords: DNA self-assembly, Hydrogels, Mechanochemistry, Failure,
Transient networks, Responsive networks, Yielding, Built-in strain reporters
1. Introduction
Nature is a constant source of inspiration and building blocks for the de-
sign of functional and adaptive materials, whose properties change in a selective
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manner in response to an external stimulus, such as mechanical stress, heat,
light, exposure to water or specific chemicals [1, 2, 3]. Proteins, for example,5
perform multiple tasks by fine tuning and switching of their internal structures
and overall conformation. Efforts to understand how the content of secondary
structure affects the force required for unfolding and the degree of deformation
before unfolding [4] are guiding the rational design of hydrogels with tailored
mechanical properties [5, 6], based or not on peptides. For example titin, one10
of the main proteins in human muscles and responsible for their passive elastic-
ity, is composed by unstructured segments connecting repeated domains, which
reversibly unfold upon stretching and hence absorb energy. For this reason, it
is one of the most mimicked design models for adaptive materials, like modular
polymers with unfolding cross-linker modules based on Hydrogen bonds [7]. The15
high rupture force and spontaneous re-folding of each module is translated into
a large energy dissipation during plastic deformation, hence leading to materials
with high mechanical strength, fracture toughness and elasticity [8]. DNA, a
much simpler polymer than proteins in many respects, offers nonetheless a wide
variety of possible design and responsive motifs thanks to its modular linear20
structure and specific recognition, which allowed the explosion of the so-called
DNA nanotechnology [9] and the creation of self-assembled, responsive materials
[10].
Triggered mechanical changes (like stiffening, gelation, yielding, failure and
recovery under external stimuli) are ubiquitous across soft and biological mat-25
ter and are critical for applications ranging from drug delivery systems to self-
healing coatings to artificial muscles [11]. Key to such responses is often a
heterogeneous dynamic architecture, in which the association of building blocks
can be reversibly switched between distinct states. However, the presence of
multiple length and time scales also makes it challenging to understand, pre-30
dict and control mechanical response, which is often non-homogeneous. Among
the various strategies constantly devised to highlight and map global, local and
molecular rearrangements inside gels and networks, an emerging and attrac-
tive approach is mechanochromism, i.e. a class of methods to transduce stress
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propagation into an optical signal. Mechanochromic molecules and complexes35
can thus act as built-in reporters of forces or deformations. Again, nature is a
constant source of inspiration [3].
The goal of this article is to provide an overview of the most interesting
and recent results in the creation of responsive networks and in the optical
mapping of mechanical changes like reversible gelation or stress-induced failure,40
with a special care for soft materials based on nucleic acids. I will first describe
the current strategies adopted to control mechanical transitions and response
in transient networks, especially as regards DNA-based hydrogels. I will then
discuss the main approaches to mechanochromism and molecular switches in
polymers and hydrogels and I will give examples of their use to gain spatial and45
temporal mapping of stress propagation and fluidization. Finally, I will try to
suggest directions for the future translation of novel motifs to DNA-hydrogels.
2. Keep on movin’: transient networks
A particularly attractive architecture to create reconfigurable materials is
that of transient networks, i.e. 3D scaffolds based on the association of build-50
ing blocks like polymers, biological macromolecules or colloidal particles. The
network structure assures mechanical robustness, but at the same time allows
reversible (dis)assembly and thereby adaptability. A recent breakthrough is
represented by polymer vitrimers: their network of covalent links can rearrange
its topology via a bond-switching reaction that favours healing and relaxation55
of internal stresses while preserving the connectivity, so that such materials
can be heated and worked to any shape without dissolving [12]. However, the
most natural choice to obtain rearranging networks is to exploit non-covalent,
reversible bonds. Hydrophobic and dipolar interactions are widespread in na-
ture but mainly non-specific, while only few specific, non-covalent interactions60
can work in aqueous medium. Typical binding motifs, also found in nature and
widely exploited for material design, are Hydrogen bonding, multivalent ionic
interactions, metal-ligand coordination and host-guest complexation [13, 1].
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Figure 1: Typical DNA motifs used to induce mechanical transitions in hydrogels. (a) Strand
exchange of fuel and anti-fuel filaments triggers reversible stiffening. (b) Hybridization chain
reaction elongates cross-links and guides the expansion of a hydrogel and its programmable
shape change. Scale bars 1 mm. (c) The state of a shape-memory hydrogel is controlled
through the pH-triggered competition between duplex and triple helix conformations. (d)
An all-DNA hydrogel is produced through Rolling Circle Amplification with i-motifs acting
as reversible, pH-dependent cross-links. Reproduced with permission from refs. [14], [15]
(AAAS), [16] and [17].
An extensive description of the modes of self-assembly mediated by non-
covalent interactions and of the resulting mechanical properties goes beyond the65
scope of this review. Here, I will discuss in some details only DNA-mediated
interactions, then providing specific examples related to mechanochromism in
the next section.
2.1. DNA-based dynamic materials
In recent years, DNA emerged as a key player in material science [9]. Its base70
sequence encodes structural and functional information into the biopolymer,
making it an ideal building block for an incredible set of nano- and micro-
constructions [9] and for a variety of soft materials [18]. Fine tuning of the
structure and of the interaction energy can be achieved through proper choice of
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length and sequence of the DNA strands and through control of temperature and75
ionic strength. Furthermore, isothermal strand displacement is also possible, in
which one strand of DNA displaces another in binding to a third strand with
partial complementarity to both. A toehold, a short single-stranded overhang
region, seeds the strand displacement, thereby tuning kinetics and opening the
way to dynamically controlled structures.80
Besides Watson-Crick double-stranded helices, formed by complementary
base pairings, DNA also features a wide variety of responsive structures [19],
such as pH-driven triple helices of C-GC or T-AT, i-motif quadruplexes of
hemi-protonated cytosines, also pH-dependent, guanosine quadruplexes bound
through Hoogsteen pairing. Furthermore, DNA sequences - and even more so85
RNA - can be screened and selected for a specific functionality, like binding of
a small molecule through folded conformations called aptamers. With this rich
toolbox it is possible to design dynamic hydrogels with responsive properties,
with applications in biosensing, controlled delivery, cell scaffolding and soft ac-
tuation [19, 10]. Two general strategies are adopted: either tethering DNA to a90
polymer chain (mostly polyacrylamide or peptides), providing it with reversible
cross-links and stimuli-responsive elements; or creating DNA-only hydrogels in
which nucleic acids also constitute the backbone [10].
DNA-polymer hybrid hydrogels. Through strand exchange reactions, DNA can
impart tunable mechanical properties to hydrogels, without changing tempera-95
ture or buffer composition. In a pioneering demonstration [14] (Fig. 1a), each
cross-link contained a flexible, unpaired region to which a DNA strand with a
complementary base sequence (fuel strand) could bind, hence changing the stiff-
ness of the cross-links. The gel was restored to its initial nanostructure through
a removal strand, complementary to the fuel, which bound to the toehold and re-100
moved the fuel. This behaviour can be literally expanded through Hybridization
Chain Reaction (HCR), in which the assembly of two different single stranded
units, each forming a stable hairpin, is triggered by a third filament, yielding a
long double-stranded structure. Hydrogel expansion up to 100 times in volume
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was reported, triggered by the addition of DNA hairpins undergoing HCR, that105
interrupted and bound pre-existing short cross-links, thus creating much longer
connecting elements [15]* (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, terminator hairpins tuned
the length of the cross-links and the swelling rate could be controlled through
toeholds, although reversibility was not possible in the current design. Finally,
through the combination of different layers and different sets of cross-links and110
hairpins, domains of the hydrogel could be selectively actuated in 3D.
X-shaped DNA structures with four sticky ends were used as cross-linkers of
a DNA-grafted polypeptide scaffold, yielding a hydrogel with pronounced shear
thinning behaviour (useful for those applications requiring injectability) [20]*.
While two ends served as cross-linking sites, the other two were available for115
further modification. In particular, decoration with one or two fluorescently
labeled DNA strands resulted in green, orange and red hydrogels. Such a color
coding allowed to monitor the healing of different gel pieces over time, which
occurred through bond switching and diffusion of cross-linkers.
Various possibilities are available in terms of architecture and responsive-120
ness. For example, a general design principle for shape response and recovery is
to combine two independent cross-linking motifs into a dual network. The trig-
gered dissociation of one motif transforms a shaped hydrogel into a floppy, quasi-
liquid state. However, the remaining cross-linking element provides an internal
memory which allows the original shape to be restored upon stimulus-triggered125
regeneration of the first cross-linking element. In a pH-sensitive demonstra-
tion of this concept, triple helices formed and disrupted at different pH values,
competing with Watson-Crick duplexes [16] (Fig. 1c).
All-DNA hydrogels. The cross-linking strategies described above can also be
exploited in hydrogels entirely composed of DNA, with the advantage (and the130
limitation) of only relying on one-pot, hierarchical self-assembly of DNA strand
with no need for chemical modifications. The typical approach makes use of
structurally well-defined units formed by multiple DNA strands (like for exam-
ple nanostars with controlled valence), interacting through sticky overhangs to
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form transient networks with tunable lifetime. The exquisite control over struc-135
ture and interactions enabled the realization of equilibrium gels with Arrhenius
temperature-dependence of viscosity over five orders of magnitude [21] and is at
the basis of the design of a DNA vitrimer [22]. DNA nanostars phase behaviour,
connectivity, and the conditions for the formation of an elastic, stress-bearing
network have been widely investigated [23, 24]. Through an active microrheol-140
ogy technique (conceptually as simple as dragging a bead through the sample
with a calibrated force and measuring its velocity), the whole temperature-
controlled transition from a Newtonian dispersion to a power-law fluid to a
shear-thinning fluid was explored [23]*. The system evolved from a fluid of in-
dependent nanostar clusters to a rearranging network of short-lived bonds to a145
more stable network fractured by the moving bead. The whole behaviour could
be described on the basis of the energy of single bonds and of network topology
only.
A high degree of programmability and control over mechanical properties
could also be obtained through single strands, 36-72 bases in length, with differ-150
ent self-complementary domains. In solution, such domains paired with identical
domains in other filaments, resulting in the single-step assembly of a hydrogel
with sequence-designed effective valence, thermal stability, pore size and elastic
moduli [25]*. In an effort to improve the control over the final structure of self-
assembled hydrogels, a variation of the linear HCR, clamped HCR, has been155
recently proposed [26]. One of the HCR hairpins formed self-dimers which pro-
tected it against interaction with the second hairpin, unless an initiator strand
was introduced. Three-arm and four-arm junctions resulted, and 3D hydrogels
were produced with good spatial and temporal control, with initiator strands
acting as nucleation seeds.160
In both DNA-polymer and all-DNA gels, elastic shear moduli usually range
from tens of Pa to tens of KPa, mainly depending on DNA (cross-link) concen-
tration. Typical values for all-DNA gelation with moduli around 1 KPa are 20
mg/ml, or 2% in weight. At fixed concentration and valence, longer interaction
strands generally correspond to stronger bonds and higher melting temperature165
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but also to lower molar concentration and lower number of cross-links, therefore
resulting in softer gels [25]*.
The first example of a dual network hydrogel entirely supramolecular was re-
alized through DNA nanostars and a cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) host-guest supramolec-
ular system [27]. The two networks exhibited different and complementary me-170
chanical properties, the DNA one stiffer but brittle and that of CB[8] more
viscoelastic but less susceptibile to breakage.
An alternative approach to the creation of DNA-only hydrogels relies on
Rolling Circle Amplification (RCA). The isothermal polymerase phi29 is able
to elongate a single DNA strand starting from a circular template and a primer;175
furthermore, by displacing hybridized strands, phi29 can produce very long fil-
aments with controlled, modular sequence (Fig. 1d). By initiating RCA in
multiple points, it was possible to create a hydrogel of entangled and physi-
cally cross-linked strands [28]. The hydrogel displayed a hierarchical internal
structure, with densely packed, micron-sized DNA structures, woven together180
by DNA filaments. Furthermore, it also featured an interesting transition be-
tween gel and a quasi-liquid state, reversible upon change of hydration. RCA-
generated filaments can be designed to include e.g. intermolecular i-motifs, so
to induce pH-dependent cross-linking of long DNA strands into a hydrogel [17]
(Fig. 1d).185
DNA-mediated colloidal self-assembly. Also in the case of colloidal particles, hy-
bridization of DNA filaments, tethered to the surface, has become a prominent
means to mediate interactions and to assemble ordered and disordered soft ma-
terials [29]. A major goal is the spatial and temporal control of the structure of
colloidal materials, to reversibly tailor their optical and mechanical properties.190
In this context, kinetics of self-assembly is challenging because micro-particles
host a huge number of DNA strands on their surface, which typically makes
the process cooperative and traps the system into metastable states. While
these can be tailored and exploited to obtain mesoscopic structures [30], it is
often desirable to avoid them. Partially self-complementary strands, thermally195
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quenched into hairpins, or pairs of mutually complementary sequences bound
on the same particle, can act as a self-protection from interactions, which can
be activated at will to control sequential assembly [31]. In the last few years,
two main advances in the design of DNA-coated colloids have been proposed,
namely the use of strand exchange to tune the kinetics and the thermodynamics200
of interactions, and the introduction of DNA strands to emulsion droplets and
lipid vesicles as mobile tethers. An example of the former strategy involves a
binary mixture of complementary colloids and free single strands, partially com-
plementary to one population [32, 33]. Binding of the two populations hence
proceeded via strand displacement reactions, resulting in a rich phase behaviour,205
with tunable width of the gas-solid coexistence region and re-entrant melting
with fine temperature control. Mobile ligands also allow to avoid kinetic traps
along the self-assembly pathway, because DNA tethers can freely diffuse and
rearrange upon binding. DNA-mediated interaction of liposomes was investi-
gated as a function of temperature [34]. The combination of ligand mobility210
and liposome deformability gave rise to unexpected behaviour, like negative
thermal expansion and variable porosity of the membranes. The two strategies
were somewhat combined into the functionalization of silicone oil droplets [35].
These were prepared with pairs of DNA strands made inert by partial mutual
hybridization; a first population of droplets was only activated by another pop-215
ulation of initiator droplets, binding through a strand displacement, which on
turn made possible the binding to a third populations. Five generations of such
a sequential self-assembly were demonstrated, which could be functional to the
creation of responsive 3D assemblies with tunable mechanical properties.
3. Shedding light on stressed materials: tools for mechanochromism220
Mapping stress distributions within a material bears obvious interest for
applications like early detection of microscopic damage, but it can also help
better understanding stress transfer and the processes underlying mechanical
failure. In the past decade, spectacular advances have been obtained in the
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Figure 2: Mechanochromic strategies in polymers and DNA. (a) Examples of mechanisms used
in polymers: force-induced rupture of covalent and non-covalent bonds affects the molecular
spectral properties of probe molecules linked to the network; deformations induce changes
in the aggregation state of dyes or spatial periodicity of photonic crystals, hence modulating
fluorescence and structural colors. (b) Ethidium Bromide intercalates in DNA and its fluores-
cent emission is boosted (credit: K. Langner). (c) In a molecular beacon a fluorescent label is
quenched when the hairpin is formed, while opening of the hairpin turns on the emission. (d)
A fluorescent complex of DNA and a silver nanocluster is stabilized by stem pairing of a hair-
pin. (e) Photonic beads made of DNA hydrogel and tagged with quantum dots shrink upon
target binding, with consequent shift of their structural color. Reproduced with permission
from refs. [2] (Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society), [36] (Copyright 1999 National
Academy of Sciences), [37] and [38].
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field of mechanochromic materials, which display an optical response to me-225
chanical stimuli [39]. The optical signal can come from changes in absorption,
emission or reflection of light, as the result of variations in the chemical or
physical properties of the material and its integrated features. Reflection typ-
ically arises from spatially periodic arrangement of nano- or microparticles, or
other modulations of dielectric permettivity within the material, with a length230
scale in the visible range. Shifts in the spacing of such elements affect the
structural color. A natural example is chameleon’s skin, which features strain-
induced coloration thanks to nanocrystals embedded in a soft, strain-stiffening
matrix. This pattern was recently reproduced through microphase separation
in triblock copolymers, with linear chains aggregating in rigid domains and235
bottlebrush strands forming the matrix [40]. By contrast, modification of the
absorption or emission properties is typically associated to structural or con-
formational variations of suited chromogenic (macro)molecules, or variations of
their interactions. By integrating stress-responsive moieties into a matrix, the
stress transferred from the macroscale to the molecule or molecular assembly is240
converted into an optical signal. The main mechanisms for mechanochromism,
sketched in Fig. 2a, can be roughly divided into four categories: variations in
the periodicity of the aforementioned photonic crystals, rupture of covalent or
non-covalent molecular bonds in suited chromophores, changes in the aggrega-
tion state of dyes. As regards the latter, the absorption and/or emission of245
several dyes can be modified upon aggregation because of electronic interac-
tions between the molecules or as a consequence of restrained conformations
[39]. For example, while in typical fluorescent molecules emission is quenched
upon aggregation, the class of the so-called aggregation-induced emission fluo-
rophores (like tetraphenylethene) is only fluorescent upon aggregate formation,250
mostly because of the restriction of intramolecular motion. This enabled a high
resolution map of the gelation process of labeled chitosan in LiOH-urea solu-
tions and clarification of its pathway at high and low temperature [41]. I will
give some more details and selected examples about the rupture of covalent and
non-covalent bonds, because of their conceptual importance and for the possible255
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translation of design strategies (and caveats) into hydrogels and in particular
DNA networks. The general principle of mechanochemistry is that suitably de-
signed molecules or molecular complexes can change their absorption and/or
emission spectrum upon application of a mechanical stress or strain, so that
molecules can be used as force sensors or detectors of bond breaking.260
Covalent bonds. Spiropyran (SP) is the first and most widely characterized
mechanochromic molecule. Colorless at rest, upon application of a force of
few hundreds pN, SP reversibly reacts into merocyanine, which is strongly col-
ored because of its absorption and fluorescent emission properties [42]. Inserted
along a polymeric chain or as cross-linker, it is therefore an extremely power-265
ful tool to map stress distribution in a variety of materials. For example, in a
stretched polymer network, micro-phase-separated into soft and hard domains,
anisotropy of fluorescence polarization provided information on the orientation
and degree of alignment of the strained polymers in each phase [43]. Several
SP derivatives have been developed and characterized also in terms of force-270
rate relationships, critical for rational design of mechanochemical response [44].
Indeed, the quantitative assessment of local stresses depends on both the envi-
ronment and the deformation mode and speed; furthermore, if the relaxation
processes occurring in the material are faster than the molecular force response,
a reliable estimate of SP activation time is hampered. As a further proof of275
the non-trivial translation of optical signal into quantitative stress estimate,
mechanical activation of SP was also observed in creep tests, at stress levels
below the yield stress of the polymer matrix [45]. As the imposed stress was
increased, the time required for the onset of SP activation decreased and the
onset of the activation always corresponded to a maximum in the strain rate.280
This seemingly suggests that mechanochemical activity requires stress-enhanced
chain mobility and large-scale polymer rearrangements. A current limitation is
that activation of SP-like molecules typically occurs only at large macroscopic
strain of the material, often corresponding to irreversible plastic deformations,
although novel design strategies recently resulted in fluorescence activation at285
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around 14% strain [46].
The other big players in the field are 1,2-dioxetane derivatives, whose load-
accelerated cleavage generates chemiluminescence [47]. In principle, lumines-
cence offers an important advantage over fluorescence because the signal is
transient rather than additive, yielding higher contrast and greater spatial and290
temporal resolution of bond-breaking events. However, emission is very weak,
and dioxetane is often coupled to an acceptor fluorescent molecule to boost the
quantum yield. In Section 4 I will get back to this molecule for a description of
its promising use in the investigation of failure in soft materials.
Supramolecular bonds. Rupture of covalent bonds requires relatively high forces.295
In soft, water-based biological systems, instead, mechanotransduction is often
triggered by much smaller forces determined by changes in supramolecular in-
teractions or protein conformational changes [13, 2]. Therefore dissociation of
non-covalent interactions is being increasingly exploited for the realization of
mechanochromic materials [39]. An early, protein-based force nanosensor [48]300
was based on the complex of eYFP and eGFP, both variants of the Green Flu-
orescent Protein (GFP), with their fluorescent spectra engineered to form a
donor/acceptor pair for fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), which
sensitively depends on distance. When the pair was held in close proximity by
covalently linking both proteins in the cavities of a third protein, and the whole305
complex was connected to a cross-linked polymer, it sensitively reported strain
changes of the matrix through modulation of the FRET signal. More recently,
eYFP was inserted at the interface between glass fibers and a polymer matrix
in a fiber-reinforced composite. Fiber fracture or detachment from the matrix
caused unfolding of the protein and consequent loss of fluorescence, acting as310
damage reporter [49].
Another interesting class of mechanosensitive supramolecular interactions
is represented by metal-ligand complexes, upon which metallosupramolecular
polymer gels are formed. Europium can act both as reversible cross-link for
telechelic polymers and as photoluminescent reporter of the same complex for-315
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mation [50]. Similarly, the various stages of a shape-memory hydrogel were
actuated, monitored and quantified through the formation of dynamic, emit-
ting complexes of Europium and alginate [51]*. The diffusion of Europium ions
through the hydrogel and the spatially non-homogeneous formation of cross-
links were monitored over time and correlated with the shape change. The320
process could be reversed by a fluoride solution, which sequestered Europium
and effectively removed the cross-links. Modeling of the bending curvature as a
function of the number of formed cross-links (directly inferred from the photo-
luminescent signal) agreed rather well with the experimental data.
A novel, very promising mechanochromic approach was recently proposed325
and experimentally demonstrated to obtain, rather than a on/off binary signal, a
grayscale force detection with sub-pN resolution [52]. This was achieved through
a conjugated polymer with a semiconducting backbone acting as distributed
donor and doped with acceptor molecules along the chain. Upon stretching the
chain from a coiled to an elongated conformation, the local monomer density330
was reduced and fluorescence emission spectrum significantly shifted.
3.1. DNA-based optical switches
The DNA dynamic motifs illustrated in Section 2.1, when coupled to suit-
able chromophores, are also able to modulate an optical signal upon conforma-
tional changes or binding events. Most of such strategies have been developed335
and demonstrated within the framework of biosensing [53] or to monitor self-
assembling processes in DNA nanostructures [9], but they are increasingly trans-
lated into mechanosensitive structures, like tools for molecular force imaging in
cell adhesion studies [54]. The almost exact correspondence between DNA-
based optical switches and mechanochromic mechanisms (with the important340
exception of covalent bond scission) can be appreciated by looking at Fig. 2.
The planar, hydrophobic Ethidium Bromide (Fig. 2b) is a prototypical DNA
intercalator, whose fluorescence is strongly increased when in the hydrophobic
environment of the paired duplex as compared with the free solution state and
can therefore act as a reporter of the hybridization. However, pairs of fluores-345
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cent labels undergoing FRET, or fluorophore/quencher pairs covalently linked
to specific nucleotides are better suited to monitor DNA conformational changes
and interactions, like the pH-triggered dissolution of a hydrogel [55].
One of the most widely used motifs is the molecular beacon [36] (Fig. 2c), a
DNA hairpin labeled with a fluorophore and a quencher at the paired terminals.350
Fluorescence emission is quenched when the hairpin is closed, while it is turned
on upon opening of the hairpin, which results from binding of the loop to a
second strand or to some other molecule (if the loop sequence is an aptamer). I
will provide in Section 4 examples of the role of this optical switch in the tuning
and monitoring of mechanical transitions.355
Cytosine-rich sequences can be selected which stabilize silver nanoclusters,
hence triggering their fluorescent emission [37] (Fig. 2d). Such DNA-silver
complex can be inserted into a stable hairpin structure, which can in turn be
opened by a competing sequence. In DNA-based photonic crystals [56, 38]
(Fig. 2e), stiffness and length of cross-linkers can be modified by binding of360
target strands or small molecules to single-stranded cross-linkers - an evergreen
of DNA nanotechnology -, thereby changing the typical spacing of embedded
nanoparticles or quantum dots and hence the structural color.
Although I am mainly focusing on mechanical transitions generating an opti-
cal signal, the reverse phenomenon, light-triggered mechanical response, is also365
a wide and active field of research. For example, DNA strands can be modified
with azobenzene molecules, which undergo light-induced, reversible isomeriza-
tion and thus allow or disfavour hybridization. Acrylamide hydrogels grafted
with such DNA strands and their complementary sequences swelled or shrank
upon irradiation of UV and visible light, respectively [57]. In a nanostar-based370
DNA hydrogel, a photosensitive base analog was inserted in the sticky ends,
which reversibly and specifically photo-cross-linked with or cleaved from an ad-
jacent thyimine base upon UV irradiation at two different wavelengths. As a
result, reversible transition between hydrogel and liquid solution could be trig-
gered [58].375
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4. Blaze of glory: optical mapping of dissolution and mechanical fail-
ure in soft materials
Soft materials, by definition, can deform significantly when subjected to
stress and because they are often characterized by structures at multiple length
scales, their response is typically non-homogeneous. Indeed, several complex380
fluids, including polymer networks, biopolymer solutions, hydrogels, colloidal
gels and microgels, display a variety of intriguing phenomena upon mechani-
cal perturbation, including delayed yielding and non-affine deformation profiles
[61], layer fracturing [6], shear-induced changes of their microstructures [62],
with a wealth of open questions about their mechanisms of yielding and recov-385
ery. Macroscopic rheological approaches can miss important features as hetero-
geneities or localized stresses are present throughout the sample [63], requir-
ing complementary structural and dynamic information from other techniques.
Light and X-ray scattering techniques [64, 65] can access multiple length scales
but are typically limited in terms of time and space resolution. Optical imaging390
[66] is often the most natural choice, although blind to phenomena occurring at
the nanoscale. In particular, the in situ combination of rheology and microscopy
[62, 6] and microrheology [67, 23], which measures viscoelastic properties on a
local scale, can help to bridge macroscopic and microscopic behaviours. Adding
spatial and temporal mapping of stress propagation through bond formation395
and disruption can be extremely beneficial, in particular for those materials -
like polymer networks and hydrogels - whose building blocks are not individ-
ually resolvable. Indeed, mechanochromic molecules can provide such optical
mapping.
In the last few years, the most advanced steps in this directions have been400
obtained with dioxetane cross-links [47] in polymeric networks under stress,
upon stretching or swelling. To increase fracture toughness in elastomers while
preserving reversibility of deformation, prestretched bonds can be introduced,
which first fail when stress is applied, a typical strategy also adopted in hy-
drogels [1]. Dioxetane cross-links allowed to quantify the energy dissipated by405
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Figure 3: Optical investigation of failure and fluidization. (a) During swelling of a polymer
network, broken cross-links emit light. (b) Intermittent and correlated bursts reflect the
underlying, non-homogeneous mechanical process, as compared with a stable control sample
(red). (c) Propagation and branching of a fracture. The color of the spots depends on the time
elapsed from the start of the fracture, their size on the intensity of each measured emission
event. Reproduced with permission from [59]**. (d) A DNA nanostar hydrogel is cross-linked
through a labelled aptamer sequence; upon addition of its target molecule, the aptamer folds
and detaches from the nanostars, which quenches the fluorescent label and induces the gel
dissolution. The transition is simultaneously monitored through fluorescence and the mobility
of tracer particles dispersed in the gel. (e) Decrease of fluorescence over time for various target
concentrations. (f) Increase of tracers mobility at different target concentrations. Same color
codes as in e. Reproduced with permission from [60]** (Copyright 2017 American Chemical
Society).
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such sacrificial bonds and to spatially map bond breakage during a fracture
[68]. An alternative toughening strategy consists of adding nanoparticles as
fillers, which however gives rise to complex mechanical behaviour, like history-
dependent stress-softening. By optical mapping of the elastomer during re-
peated tensile cycles at increasing strain amplitude, it was demonstrated that410
the breakage of a tiny fraction of covalent cross-links between nanofillers and
polymer matrix gave a major contribution to stress-softening [69]. Furthermore,
the history-dependence of optical emission, associated to covalent bond scission,
showed that the stress was mainly oriented in the direction of the macroscopic,
uniaxial deformation. However, the observation of further bond breaking upon415
macroscopic unloading suggested heterogeneity of the local stress distribution,
although on a scale below the spatial resolution. Instead, in a cross-linked glassy
polymer network undergoing solvent uptake and swelling, it was possible to ob-
tain a spatial and temporal map of localized cascades of light emission from
bond-breaking events [59]** (Fig. 3a). Swelling, associated to a high, non-420
homogeneously distributed osmotic stress, gave rise to a series of intermittent
bursts with wide variation of intensities and strong temporal clustering (Fig.
3b). Spatial and temporal distribution of the events was obtained in an imag-
ing setup. The smallest and weakest detectable events, lasting few milliseconds,
were estimated to correspond to the breakage and emission of about 100 bonds425
distributed over an area of ≈ 40 × 40 µm2, a small fraction of the dioxetane
cross-linker molecules. Fig. 3c shows the evolution of a longer fracture event,
which propagated at around 30 mm/sec and split into branches. Analysis of 2D
spatial and temporal distribution of events, both at short and longer times, sup-
ported the notion that the formation of a crack in the sample promoted further430
cracks in the surrounding material, possibly by the creation of new surface area
leading to additional solvent intake. Interestingly, cracks started in the glassy,
unswollen part of the network, but with significant localized yielding. This last
example clearly shows the wealth of information potentially disclosed by such
methods, which may benefit from further quantitative analysis tools like ”dy-435
namic activity maps” developed for other soft systems [64]. Moreover, similar
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approaches may be extended to the investigation of even softer materials, e.g.
complementing microrheology of yielding DNA networks [23].
4.1. DNA hydrogels
Indeed, in DNA-based materials much less progress has been obtained, so440
far, in the optical readout of stress-induced yielding and mechanical transi-
tions. Biosensing hydrogels with combined rheological and fluorescent response
to binding events or pH changes have been reported [55], but with only qual-
itative correspondence between molecular and mesoscopic scales. A promising
step toward a quantitative connection is demonstrated in a hydrogel of DNA445
nanostars bound through a linker strand, which can also fold into an aptamer
for adenosine. Introduction of the target molecule triggered its binding with
the DNA strand, stripping it off the nanostars [60]** (Fig. 3d). By labeling
the terminals of the linker strand with a FRET pair, this process was moni-
tored through the decreasing fluorescence signal (Fig. 3e). Binding also caused450
the disruption of gel connectivity and its dissolution, which was assessed by
measuring the mobility of dispersed microparticles through tracking (Fig. 3f).
Both processes displayed roughly biphasic kinetics, a lag phase with slow ini-
tial change followed by a nearly-exponential decay. Tuning the length of the
cross-links changed the kinetics of both responses by orders of magnitude [70].455
Unbinding, occurring at the molecular scale, proceeded much faster than gel
dissolution probed at the microscale, and it displayed different dependence on
target concentration, which is not yet entirely understood. However, the flu-
orescent signal provided direct access to the fraction of connected nanostars
at each time (which was found to be spatially homogeneous at all resolvable460
scales), an information typically missing in microrheological investigations of
forming/dissolving hydrogels [67, 23]. This allowed to locate the transition from
gel to liquid, below a percolation threshold, at about 50% of intact cross-links,
in agreement with theoretical predictions. This kind of approaches, possibly
complemented by quantitative analysis of beads motion [66] may be profitably465
extended to shear-induced fluidization of hydrogels. Finally, further improve-
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ment may come from different reporters, like fluorescent base analogues or pairs
of base surrogates which undergo a distinct change from green to red emission
upon hybridization to monitor switching states [71].
5. Conclusion and perspective470
I offered a necessarily concise and biased overview of the main elements to
create transient networks and soft, mainly DNA-based materials with triggerable
mechanical transitions. Given the importance of heterogeneous structure and
stress propagation in such behaviour, I focused on the most advanced strategies
adopted for converting a bond scission or a conformationl change into an optical475
signal, to create maps of stress/strain with temporal and spatial resolution.
I tried to identify analogies and possible contaminations between polymers,
hydrogels and DNA-based structures.
In conclusion, I outline a few promising design elements exploited for mechanochromism
in polymeric materials and, to my knowledge, not yet demonstrated in DNA hy-480
drogels. As sketched in Fig. 4, I put them in correspondence to existing nucleic
acids motifs which may be exploited as mechanical switches, mechanophores
and optical reporters.
5.1. Light it up: fluorescent aptamers
In section 3, I have described the formation of gels via supramolecular in-485
teractions, such as metal complexes acting both as cross-linkers and reporters
(Fig. 4a). A similar approach may be replicated in nucleotide-based hydrogels
thanks to aptamers based on RNA. From a nanotechnology point of view, RNA
shares several of its structural and functional features with DNA, but has a
much higher propensity to fold into 3D motifs and is therefore more versatile490
for the creation of aptamers. Inspired by GFP, Spinach is an 84-bases-long
RNA sequence evolved and selected for its ability to activate a fluorescent sig-
nal when complexed with a small molecule (DFHBI), which is a mimic of the
chromophore of GFP. Spinach has been used in a variety of molecular and cell bi-
ology applications and further fluorescent RNA aptamers with attracting names495
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Figure 4: Proposed analogies between mechanochromic strategies and nucleic acids motifs.
(a) Sketch of a metallosupramolecular network coordinated by Europium ions. (b) A split
Spinach aptamer only emits when the two fragments co-assemble with the DFHBI molecule.
(c) Foldamers incorporated as cross-linkers change their emission upon expansion or shrinkage
of the gel. (d) Repeated G-quadruplex structures folded along a telomeric DNA. (e) Design
for rotaxane-based mechanophore. The interlocked assembly contains a fluorophore-carrying
cycle and a quencher. In absence of stress, the fluorophore is quenched, while emission is
turned on upon strain application. (f) A DNA pseudorotaxane forms through splippage of a
circular filament along a linear one. Reproduced with permission from refs. [50] (Copyright
2014 American Chemical Society), [72] (Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society), [73],
[74] (Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society), [75], [76] (Oxford University Press).
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(Mango, Broccoli, ...) have been introduced [77]. Splitting of Spinach into two
non-functional fragments, which only restored their activity when co-assembled
with DFHBI, enabled an additional set of applications, including the monitoring
of dynamic self-assembly processes [72] (Fig. 4b). Furthermore, a split Broccoli
aptamer has been demonstrated as a reporter of the folding of a nanoribbon500
based on RNA origami [78]. Fluorescent aptamers may be incorporated into
networks as reversible cross-links and very sensitive reporters. Indeed, the force
required to mechanically unfold a riboswitch aptamer was estimated to be 10-
30 pN [79], in the typical range for DNA and RNA unzipping and one order
of magnitude lower than characteristic values for spiropyran [44]. More in gen-505
eral, it would be possible to tune the threshold forces by choosing proper DNA
nanostructures like Holliday junctions, whose unfolding requires around 50 pN
[80]. Because of the instability and the high cost of RNA, however, developing
a DNA version of a fluorescent aptamer would be a cheaper and more robust
alternative, as well as more easily integrated into DNA hydrogels.510
5.2. Fold it: foldamers
In polymers, the simple design of reversibly unfolding modules, somewhat
inspired by titin domains, allows to combine high tensile strength and high ex-
tensibility [7]. Reversible loops along the chains may also enable the creation
of gels responsive to temperature, external forces or other stimuli [81]. Also515
in the framework of optical reporters, folding can bear some advantages over
disruption of bonds. Foldamers are constituted by a pair of rigid chromophores
connected by a flexible chain and inserted along the polymer (Fig. 4c). They
tend to stack, and their forced unfolding generates modifications in absorption
and fluorescence emission spectra, with high reversibility and fatigue resistance.520
A lipogel was produced, based on perylene foldamers as cross-linkers, with a
distinct color change from orange to green upon stretching [73]*. This allowed
to monitor over time the swelling of the gel in an organic solvent, which pro-
ceeded from the edges towards the center as the solvent diffused through the
sample. Space-resolved spectral analysis of swelling and shrinking processes,525
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not performed in the work, would certainly provide useful information on stress
propagation.
Translating the loop as folding and reporting element into DNA polymers
seems natural, because hairpins and molecular beacons constitute a large frac-
tion of conformational switches and reporters. Furthermore, long tracts with530
repeating sequences are very frequent in natural DNA strands, in particular in
telomeres, where intramolecular G-quadruplexes can form [74] (Fig. 4d).
Finally, I note that opening of DNA loops may serve the additional purpose
of making available new interactions, previously hidden, within the framwork of
the so-called cryptic sites operating in some protein fibers. This design motif,535
currently explored mostly in surface applications, can introduce strain-stiffening
and control the kinetics of relaxation [3].
5.3. Through the eye of the needle: rotaxanes
Several mechanochemical schemes involve the force-induced reduction of a
chemical activation barrier, but the same reaction can occur upon exposure to540
light or heat, hence making the response unspecific. Moreover, most mechani-
cally triggered chain scission reactions are irreversible. To overcome these two
limits, rotaxane-based mechanoluminophores have been proposed [75]. They
consisted of an interlocked assembly containing a fluorophore-carrying cycle, a
quencher and two stoppers. The whole complex was integrated into a poly-545
mer chain. While at rest, the cycle was on average close to the quencher and
the fluorescence off; force-induced displacement of the two elements turned flu-
orescence on in a reversible way (Fig. 4e). This element produced an easily
detectable optical signal that correlated with the applied force, and the design
seems easily extendable to other interlocked systems and different chromophores.550
Among the circular DNA structures possibly functional to the replication within
a DNA systems, pseudorotaxanes are based on cyclized oligonucleotides inter-
locked with single and double strands [76] (Fig. 4f). The thermodynamics and
kinetics of their formation via slippage on a DNA strand have been thoroughly
investigated.555
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As I documented throughout the text, crosstalk and analogies abound be-
tween polymer and DNA-based networks. While polymers are often the source of
inspiration, the richness of natural DNA motifs and the high versatility of DNA
sequence-controlled structures and interactions is allowing to explore solutions
which may be mimicked in other polymeric or colloidal system. Morover, given560
the convergence of recent amazing advances in mechanochromic approaches, in
DNA nanotechnology and in tools for quantitative microscopy, a lot more will
come in particular as regards stress propagation and fluidization in soft materi-
als. A bright future is ahead of us.
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